Abstract-Digital watermarking refers to techniques that are used to protect digital data by imperceptibly embedding watermark into the original data in such a way that always remains present. In particular, digital watermarking techniques in frequency domain have been widely recognized to be more prevalent than others, but in recent years the techniques in spatial domain they are becoming generally abandoned. One of the problems in digital watermarking is that the three requirements of robustness capacity and imperceptibility, that are must be satisfied but they almost conflict with each other, accordingly there are trade-off between fidelity and robustness. In this paper, we proposed a new novel fidelity and robust watermark embedding method that satisfies the requirements and statement problem, called adaptively pixel adjustment process based on medial pyramid of embedding error, applying in the falling-off-boundary in corners board of the cover image set of the Most Significant Bit '6' blind in spatial domain. In addition, the paper provides a theoretical analysis and modified algorithms of previous works. Theoretically, the proposed technique proves the effectiveness of the technique in the average of worst case and minimizing the number of embedding error to the half. Experimental results of the proposed technique was applied on the different benchmark of six gray scale images and two quantum of watermark bit embedded are compared with previous works and was found better. Moreover in all different benchmark of six test images the watermarks were extracted from watermark degrading, removal and geometric transformations attacks to an acceptable degree.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital watermarking is a technique which allows an individual to add hidden copyright or other messages to digital audio, video, or image signals [1] , [2] . The important watermarking characteristics are exhibit. Imperceptibility: means that the perceived quality of the host image should not be distorted by the presence of the watermark [3] . Fidelity: refers to the term imperceptible as it is referred in the literature of watermarks [4] . Capacity: knowing how much information can reliably be hidden in the signal [2] and refers Manuscript received November 21, 2012; revised January 24, 2013. Mehemed Bashir Aliwa, Tarek El-Ahmady El-Tobely, Mahmoud M. Fahmy, and Mohamed EL Said Nasr are with the Faculty of Engineering-TANTA University, in Egypt (e-mail: aliwa97@hotmail.com, tarekeltobely@yahoo.com, mfn-288@ hotmail.com, menasr2001@hotmail.com).
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to the bit size of a payload that a watermark access unit can carry [5] or how many marks can be added simultaneously [6] , [7] . Data payload: refers to the amount of information stored in the watermark [4] . Robustness: The ability of the watermark to survive normal processing of content [8] . Data secrecy: For more protection to the watermark bits a secret-Key has been used to permute the watermark bits before embedding it to achieve cryptographic security [9] . Redundancy: To ensure robustness, the watermark information is embedded in multiple places on the cover data file [2] , [8] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the statement problem. In Section III describes the proposed modified previous works. In Section IV describes the proposed watermarking technique. In Section V describes the experimental results. Finally conclusion.
II. STATEMENT PROBLEM IN SPATIAL DOMAIN
The digital watermarking technology is a way to apply digital information hiding techniques to prevent attacks to detect hidden information. In particular, digital watermarking techniques in frequency domain have been widely recognized to be more prevalent than others [3] but in recent years the techniques in spatial domain they are becoming generally abandoned [10] . The problem in digital watermarking is that there are three requirements of imperceptibility, capacity, and robustness which must be satisfied but they almost always conflict with each other, in the same case there are trade-off between fidelity and robustness. Accordingly, the proposed solution is to embed a watermark image within the pixels of the cover image in spatial domain, but still there is another problem, (i): when an image is being embedded, it shouldn"t cause any visual change to the cover image, whereas almost techniques using a Least-significant-bit(LSB) in spatial domain to hide a watermark image [6] , [9] , [11] - [14] or massage within a low embedding errors, where the authors are avoiding to use the Most-Significant-Bit (MSB). While the statement problem there are a trade-off between the embedding error in the LSB and MSB. Furthermore the embedding process in the LSB do not introduce any perceptible into the cover image, as well as the embedding errors in the LSB growth up from (1 Min : Another problem appears with this since the image is limited by its dimensions, the number of bits that are usable for embedding is also limited and the watermark image should be chosen in such that it could fit in the cover image. From these problems we aim at introducing to development an enhanced approach for digital watermarking for hiding information that is satisfies these requirements and problems at the same time in an acceptable manner.
III. PROPOSED MODIFIED PREVIOUS WORKS
To analysis study the performance and comparisons between the state-of-the-art algorithms will be modified the algorithms of pixel adjustment process (PAP) are based in the LSB techniques are proposed [9] , [11] , [13] , [14] , after that will be applying the modification algorithms of PAP by the our embedding algorithm of the FOBCB set-of-the-MSB 6 [15] , the Max-of embedding errors in the MSB 6 by directly replacement of embedding watermark bits=2 n-1 =32. Moreover there is a trade-off between the embedding errors in the LSB and MSB, where the embedding errors are growth up as =2 n-1 . Let"s have the binary watermark image WL (ii, jj) a size of WL=[ T,U ], and the cover image F={pixel 1 , pixel 2 ,…, pixel (M×N) }=P (i,j) , after extracted the pixels from cover image, will be converted the cover image pixels P (i,j) in to the binary numbers (8 bits per pixel), then set of the MSB 6 in each pixel of cover image P (i,j) accounted from right to the left hand, the following proposed modified algorithms in MSB n and our analysis computed under all possibility gray-scale-values:
A. PAP-Algorithm-1
We modified the scheme of Wang-Lin-Lin [11] using a local pixel adjustment process (LPAP) the proposed algorithm used LSB 4 for embedding data bits, thus will be modified the algorithm of LPAP on the MSB 6 . However the embedding error in MSB 6 equal 32 was trade-off with the embedding error in LSB 4 equal 8. Let P (i,j) a pixel of cover image and p" (i,j) watermarked image obtained by applying FOBCB set-of-MSB 6 scheme [15] , respectively, and δ be the value of the (LSB 1,2,3,4 & MSB 5 ) as well as from {bit 1 to bit 5 } in p" (i,j) . If P (i,j) ≠ p" (i,j) , then either (i): p" (i,j) = P (i,j) -2 n-1 or (ii): p" (i,j) =P (i,j) +2 n-1 . Case 1: when p" (i,j) = P (i,j) -2 n-1 . If δ ≥ 2 n-2 , then the value (2 n-1 -δ -1) is added to p" (i,j) . If δ < 2 n-2 and if the seven bit of p" (i,j) is zero, then the seven bit of p" (i,j) is changed to one, and the value δ is subtracted from p" (i,j) . Do nothing otherwise. Case 2: when p" (i,j) = P (i,j) + 2 n-1 . If δ < 2 n-2 , then the value δ is subtracted from p" (i,j) . If δ≥2 n-2 and if the seven bit of p" (i,j) is one, then the seven bit of p" (i,j) is changed to zero, and the value (2 n-1 -δ-1) is added to p" (i,j) . Do nothing otherwise. Theoretical analysis: Notice that from the PAP of the Wang-Lin-Lin scheme, we know that only the first three bits (bits 1-3) and the five bit (MSB 5 ) are modified. It is obvious that the algorithm is not optimal if P (i,j) = 8, 15, 24, 25,250; when the embedded watermark bit equal zero, whereas the embedding error go to level of Max-error in the LSB 4 =2 n-1 =8, However, it can be seen that the embedding error go to the Min-error if P (i,j) = 11, 12, 28, 75, 236; when the embedded watermark bit equal zero, the embedding error go to the Min-level error in LSB 4 = (2 n-2 +1)=5. Also the same problem of modified (PAP-algorithm-1) set-of the MSB 6 . It is obvious that the modification is not optimal where the embedding error are confined between the Max-level of the embedding error in MSB 6 =(2 n-1 )=32 and in the Min-level of the embedding error in MSB 6 =(2 n-2 +1)=17. Thus the observation of the analysis result in the both algorithms the embedding error are growth up one by one start from (2 n-2 +1) to the (2 n-1 ) Max . Theoretically, can be calculated the average of embedding errors between the Max and Min number in both algorithms, then the number 'i' of embed errors, can be derived by:
Subtracting Eqs. (1) and (2), then we get the summation of the embedding errors "i": 
Then can be computed the mean square error MSE given by formula Eq. (5) . Theoretically, in the average of worst mean square error Averg.WMSE in both algorithms are derived by Eqs.(4, 5) as:
From the above Eq. (6). Theoretically, can be derived by Eq.(5) as well as the Max.WMSE * =(2 n-1 ) 2 and the Min.WMSE * =(2 n-2 +1) 2 are obtained after applying modified algorithm, thus the PSNR worst are obtained as:
B. PAP-Algorithm-2
We modified the Chi-Kwong-L. M. Cheng [13] scheme using optimal pixel adjustment process (OPAP) the proposed embedding algorithm in the k, means capacity of embedding data bit in k-LSB n of the cover image, where the Max-embedding errors growth up respectively from {1, 3, 7and 15 Max } depending in the value of k, then will be applying the OPAP algorithm in the MSB 6 without using k of capacity. Thus the embedding errors in MSB 6 =32 are greater than with compared by using a capacity of k bits in (LSB 1, 2, 3, 4 ) are equal 15. Let is P (i,j) , P ‫׳‬ (i,j) and P ‫״‬ (i,j) be the corresponding pixel values of a pixel in the cover image, the embedding image P ‫׳‬ (i,j) obtained by applying the embedding algorithm FOBCB set-of-MSB 6 scheme [15] and the refined embedding image obtained after the modified PAP-algorihm-2 P ‫״‬ (i,j) . Let absolute δ (i,j) =|P ‫׳‬ (i,j) -P (i,j) | be the embedding error between P (i,j) and P ‫׳‬ (i,j) , therefore, -2 n <δ (i,j) <2 n , the value of δ (i,j) can be further segmented into three intervals, such that: Interval-1:
The PAP-algorithm-2 based on the three intervals, which modifies P ‫׳‬ (i,j) to form the embedding pixel P ‫״‬ (i,j) , described as: Case 1:
. Where the P ‫״‬ (i,j) are obtained by FOBCB set-of-MSB 6 with applying PAP-algorithm-2 and the embedding error between P (i,j) and
Theoretical analysis: from the Chi-K.scheme(OPAP) [13] the algorithm minimized the embedding error from (2 k -1) to 2 k-1 . Theoretically, can be calculated the number of embedding errors "i" are start from "1" to=2 k-1 , can be derived by: Eq.(3.11). Furthermore by using the same algorithm in [13] by modified the algorithm called PAP-algorithm-3 set-of-MSB n where n=k, in this modification the embed watermark bit adjust only embeds one bit in each pixel of the cover image, the Max-of-embedding errors=2 n-1 =32, by applying the PAP-algorithm-3, the embedding errors are always great constant to the Max-level in all cases=2 n-1 .
Theoretically the WMSE are constant WMSE * =(2 n-1 ) 2 , after applying the PAP-algorithm-3, from Eqs(5, 7) calculated the PSNR worst .
C. PAP-Algorithm-3
We modified the algorithm of Aiad and Abdul [9] using local pixel adjustment process (LPAP) the proposed algorithm used LSB 3 to embedded message bit with modified LSB 1, 2 according to the embedding data bit in LSB 3 . So that will be modified the algorithm of LPAP in to MSB 6 by applying on the embedding algorithm FOBCB set-of-MSB 6 [15] , Let"s have the cover image P (i,j) . Suppose that MSB 6 of the cover image is MSB 6 ={MSB 1 , MSB 2 ,MSB 3 ,…,MSB (N×M) }, where MSB 6 = {0,1}. The embedding process of the watermark bit (EMB) by applying the embedding algorithm FOBCB set-of-MSB 6 of the cover image to obtain the new embedding image={newpixel (1, 1) , newpixel (2, 1) ,…, newpixel (N,M) }. The following embedding algorithm of LPAP set-of-MSB 6 :
Step 1: Extract LSB 1 set of the cover image, LSB 1 Step7: Set watermark WL={EMB 1 ,EMB 2 , .....,EMB (T×U) }.
Step8: For ii = 1 to T For jj = 1 to U if MSB 6(ii,jj) == EMB (ii,jj) , then do nothing MSB 6(ii,jj) = EMB (ii,jj) ; else if MSB 6(ii,jj) ==0 and EMB (ii,jj) ==1, then LSB 1(ii,jj) =0; LSB 2(ii,jj) =0; LSB 3(ii,jj) =0; LSB 4(ii,jj) =0;MSB 5(ii,jj) =0; MSB 6(ii,jj) = EMB (ii,jj) ; else if MSB 6(ii,jj) ==1 and EMB (ii,jj) ==0, then LSB 1(ii,jj) =1; LSB 2(ii,jj) =1; LSB 3(ii,jj) =1; LSB 4(ii,jj) =1;MSB 5(ii,jj) =1; MSB 6(ii,jj) = EMB (ii,jj) ; }; }; }; }; }.
Theoretical analysis: Notice that from the algorithm LPAP of the Aiad and Abdul scheme; we know that only the first two bits (bits1-2) are modified. It is obvious that the modification are minimized the embedding errors, if P (i,j) =7,15,23,31,47; when the embedded watermark bit equal zero, the embedding error growth up to the Max-error in LSB 3 =2 n-1 =4. It is obvious that the modification is not decrease the embedding error where are restricted between a "1 Min " and "4 Max ". Moreover the same procedures applied on the modification PAP-algorithm-3 set-of-MSB 6 we seen that the embedding errors growth up to the high in P (i,j) =63,191,255, when the embeds watermark bit equal zero, the embedding error greats to the Max-error in MSB 6 =2 n-1 =32. Our observation from the analysis result of both algorithms the embedding error are growth up one by one start from "1 Min " to the Max-embedding error=2 n-1 and then go down "1" and then growth up so on. Theoretically, can be calculated the average of embedding errors "i" in both algorithms as: 
Theoretically, from the Eq.(5, 14) the averg.WMSE in both algorithms derived by:
Averg.WMSE (15) Then the Max and Min of WMSE as: Max.WMSE * =(2 n-1 ) 2 and Min.WMSE * =1 after applying both algorithm, from Eqs (5, 7, 8) can be computed the PSNR worst .
IV. PROPOSED WATERMARKING TECHNIQUE
In this section, have been propose a new novel technique of an adaptively pixel adjustment process based on medial pyramid of embedding error APAP-MPOEE set of the MSB 6 by applying in falling-off-boundary in corners board of cover image with the random pixel manipulation blind in spatial domain (APAP-MPOEE-FOBCB MSB6 ) maybe to enhance the image quality of the watermarked image to great fidelity, robust and imperceptibility. The basic concept of the pixel adjustment process of the LSB n based on the technique proposed in [9] , [11] , [13] , [14] , when 1≤n ≤4. Hence that the ideas are derive from our study analysis of previous works and modified algorithms. Let P (i,j) , 'P (i,j) and "P (i,j) be the corresponding pixel values of the cover image, 'P (i,j) the watermarked image obtained by applying algorithm FOBCB MSB6 [15] and "P (i,j) the refined watermarked image obtained after the applying proposed method (APAP-MPOEE) by FOBCB MSB6 [15] called APAP-MPOEE-FOBCB MSB6 . Let"s Ω'=|'P (i,j) −P (i,j) | be the embedding error between P (i,j) and 'P (i,j) according to the embedding process of the FOBCB MSB6 , the following steps of proposed method APAP-MPOEE MSBn , where 6 ≤ n ≤ 8.
Step1: Extract pixel from the cover image P (i,j) and converted in to the binary bits (LSB (1, 2, 3, 4) & MSB (5, 6, 7, 8) ), then set of the MSB 6 in each pixel within the boundary of corners board, as well as when the {MSB 6 of cover image pixel = EMB the embedded watermark bit W (i,j) } then do nothing. Otherwise when the MSB 6 in cover image pixel not equal the embedded watermark bit (EMB), MSB 6 ≠ EMB, thus the pixel value of cover image P (i,j) can be further segmented into intervals, whereas the Max-pixel value of cover image in interval with 8 bit at in the range 0≤P (i,j) <256, theoretically, can be derived the intervals depending on the embedding error =(2 n-1 ) in each bit as: 8 
From Eqs. (16) the all number of intervals in MSB n =8, n=6. Furthermore will be divided the eight intervals depending on the step of the embedding error Step.2: when MSB 6 ="0" and the EMB="1". Step3: when MSB 6 ="1" and the EMB="0". From step2 and step3, theoretically can be further segmented into four intervals in step2 & step3 as: 4 (17) Hence that the embedding process in the MSB 6 of the cover image pixel in the boundary of corners board to form the watermarked pixel "P (i,j) that required eight intervals as Eq. (16), thus each interval will be divided in to two intervals to minimizing the embedding error in to the medial pyramid of embedding error, then will be get sixteen intervals "16", can be described as: First: will be divided each interval in to two intervals. Second: Added (2 n-2 ) in each start interval to get the end of a new interval, where are from the interval-1 will be get two as in case.1. Hence that each interval from (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) is divided in to the half (½) in each interval, to obtained a sixteen intervals "16" from case. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) in step:(2&3), can be derived in this step2,3 based on four intervals in each step, the proposed APAP-MPOEE scheme, which the algorithm requires a checking between the value of MSB 6 and the value of EMB before embedding the watermark bit depending on the nearest of adaptively pixel in the medial pyramid of embedding error to inform the watermarked image "P (i,j) are described in the following of step 2,3:
Step2: In this step when the MSB 6 =0 and EMB="1", then the value pixels of cover image P (i,j) can be further segmented into four intervals as Eqs. (17, 18) , such that:
From intervals (1-4) , the proposed APAP-MPOEE scheme required to divide each interval to the half (½) derived as: else "P (i,j) = 3 × 2 n ; end. Case 8: (7×2 n-1 ≤ P (i,j) < 2 n+2 ), then if (7×2 n-1 ≤ P (i,j) <15×2 n-2 ), then "P (i,j) =7×2 n-1 -1; else "P (i,j) = 7 × 2 n-1 -1; end. Step4: embedding algorithm of APAP-MPOEE MSBn : Have been permuting the pixel of watermark image before inserted to protect the watermark bit and then set of the MSB 6 of the cover image. Let"s have a binary watermark WL (T,U) , then extracted the bits EMB={EMB 1 , EMB 2 ,…, EMB (T×U) }= EMB (i,j) , n=6: For i = 1 to M For j = 1 to N if(MSB 6 ==0&EMB==0)|(MSB 6 ==1&EMB==1), then "P (i,j) = P (i,j) ; No change. else if ( MSB 6 == 0 and EMB == 1 ), then if ( P (i,j) >=0 and P (i,j) <2^n-1 ), then "P (i,j) =2^n-1; else if ( P (i,j) >= 2^n and P (i,j) <3×2^n-1 ), then if ( P (i,j) >=2^n and P (i,j) <5×2^n-2 ), then "P (i,j) =(2^n) -1; else "P (i,j) =3×2^n-1; end; else if(P (i,j) >=2^n+1 and P (i,j) <5×2^n-1 ), then if(P (i,j) >=2^n+1 and P (i,j) <9×2^n-2 ), then "P (i,j) =(2^n+1)-1; else "P (i,j) =5×2^n-1; end; else if(P (i,j) >=3×2^n and P (i,j) <7×2^n-1 ), then if(P (i,j) >=3^n and P (i,j) <13×2^n-2), then "P (i,j) =(3×2^n)-1; else "P (i,j) = 7×2^n-1; end; end; end; end; end; else if(MSB 6 ==1 & EMB == 0 ), then if ( P (i,j) >=2^n-1 and P (i,j) <2^n ), then if (P (i,j) >=2^n-1 and P (i,j) <3×2^n ), then "P (i,j) = (2^n-1) -1; else "P (i,j) = 2^n; end; else if (P (i,j) >=3×2^n-1 and P (i,j) <2^n+1), then if (P (i,j) >=3×2^n-1 and P (i,j) <7×2^n-2), then "P (i,j) =(3×2^n-1) -1; else "P (i,j) =2^n+1; end; else if ( P (i,j) >=5×2^n-1 and P (i,j) <3×2^n), then if (P (i,j) >=5×2^n-1 and P (i,j) <11×2^n-2), then "P (i,j) =(5×2^n-1) -1; else "P (i,j) =3×2^n; end; else if ( P (i,j) >=7×2^n-1 and P (i,j) <2^n+2 ), then "P (i,j) =(7×2^n-1)-1; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end.
From the above algorithm we will applied under the algorithm FOBCB of the cover image with the random pixel manipulation. The proposed APAP-MPOEE-FOBCB MSB6 technique using as a embeds watermark bits in a boundary in corners board of the cover image and before embedding requires a checking between the MSB 6 in the boundary in corners board pixel of the cover image and EMB of the embedded watermark bit, depending on the nearest of the adaptively pixel in the medial pyramid of embedding error to inform the watermarked image "P (i,j) obtained by a APAP-MPOEE-FOBCB MSB6 scheme.
Step5: to extracted watermark bits from drawbacks in FOBCB of the watermarked image by using inverse the same procedure of the embedded algorithm without using the steps of embedding process in proposed method adjust recovery the watermark bits from the FOBCB in watermarked image depending on the sequence number to know the manipulation pixel between boundary corners board in the watermarked image and then select one of drawbacks in the MSB 6 , after extracted watermark required to rearranging the change of the pixel, then the watermark in original form is thus obtained.
Theoretical analysis of the proposed method we know that by applying the embedding algorithm of the FOBCB MSB6 , the embedding error Ω'=| ' P (i,j) −P (i,j) | by directly replacement of embed watermark bit=2 n-1 =32. From the analysis of previous works and modified algorithms. Thus when applying proposed method the embedded error Ω=|"P (i,j)− P (i,j) | in the case.1 within interval 2 n-2 ≤P (i,j) <2 n-1 , where are the Ω in range from 1≤Ω≤16. It has the same Ω in case.(2,3,4,5,6 and 7) the embedding errors Ω increased one by one in the range from 2 n-2 ≤P (i,j) <15 × 2 n-2 , where is each case minimizing the embedding errors to the medial pyramid of embedding error to inform the watermarked pixel, by the way shown in the sketched of the Fig. 1 , each case sketched the pyramid of embedding error are minimized to the half when the values of gray scale in cover image pixel P (i,j) in the interval between 2 n-2 ≤P (i,j) ≤15 × 2 n-2 . as shown in Fig. 1 , where are the Ω are minimized to the half (2 n-2 ) of the Max-embedding error=(2 n-1 ) with compared by previous works and modified algorithms was found better. Otherwise the Ω are growth one by one according to the values of gray scale in cover image pixel P (i,j) in the range from 17≤Ω≤32 as shown in the first half of case.1 and in the last half in case.8, when the values of gray scale in cover image pixel P (i,j) in the intervals from 0≤P (i,j) <2 n-2 within case.1 and from 15×2 n-2 <P (i,j) <256 within case.8. Theoretically can be calculated the summation of embedding errors "i" in all intervals, but will be neglects the gray scale values P (i,j) from intervals 0 ≤P (i,j) <2 n-2 and from 15×2 n-2 <P (i,j) <256, where almost of gray scale images are out of these intervals, can be derived "i" as: The WMSE=(2 n-1 ) 2 by the direct replacement by the simple LSB n and MSB n substitution method are constant of embedded error=2 n-1 . But with proposed method the Max.WMSE * =(2 n-2 ) 2 
From Eq.(21) and when n=6 reveals that the this result of our analysis shows that the average of embedding errors in Eq.(20)=8.5 avrg and WMSE * are proved efficient and better than obtained by the previous works and modified algorithms. 
V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS WITH DISCUSSION
The experimental results have been measured by comparative study between the previous works, proposed modified algorithms and proposed method (i)-Theoretical analysis. (ii)-Applied on the different benchmark.
A. Theoretical Analysis
Theoretically, suppose that all the pixels in the cover image are used for the embedding of watermark bit, then have been measure the Max, Min and average number of embedding errors Ω, WMSE, WMSE * and PSNR worst between the cover and watermarked image, the Table. (I-II) tabulates the comparisons results, the worst number of embedding errors Ω and PSNRworst, It could be seen that the image quality of the watermarked image is degraded drastically when n growth up one by one In this letter, the number of embedding errors Ω in proposed method set-of-MSB6=16Max, 8.5avrg, 1Min and the WMSE* in MSB6=256Max, 72.25avrg and 1Min are proved and it was lowest than with compared of the previous works and modified algorithms, the Table. II tabulates the PSNRworst in proposed method set of MSB6= (24.048(dB)) Max, (29.542(dB))avg, and (48.130(dB))Min are higher are proved and was found better. Finally, from theoretically analysis the proposed method are proved efficient and better than obtained by the previous works and modified algorithms.
B. The Experimental Result Applied on Different Benchmarks
The experimental results have been applied on different benchmark six-test-images (Lena, Boat, Baboon, jet, Birds and Pills) and two quantum of watermark bit embedded with different size of 45×45 and 16×16 to study the performance of enhancement grey scale image quality (fidelity), imperceptibility, capacity and robustness under different attacks. In order to compare the performance results of the proposed method APAP-MPOEE-FOBCB MSB6 , with the state-of-the-art-algorithms are required [9] , [11] , [13] , [14] , [15] and with modified algorithms by applying the FOBCB MSB6 [15] . A set of standard six-test grey scale images (512×512) has been used as a cover images as shown in Table. III. However the Max-bits can be embedded 2048bits in the cover image. 
1) Imperceptibility
The PSNR is typically used and it is a standard way to measure image fidelity, derived by: Table. III tabulates the performance results of PSNR, in the proposed watermarking technique is getting a higher of PSNR equal (52.6403 dB ) avrg , with compared of all the list substitutions techniques, it was found better, this is the prove imperceptibility and image fidelity.
2) Robustness with discussion
We evaluated robustness of the proposed method under major attacks of digital signal processing operations: watermark degrading attacks [16] , removal attacks [12] , and geometric transformations attacks [7] , [10] , [12] , [17] . We measured the similarity between the original watermark W (i,j) and the watermark extracted W' (i,j) from the attacked image by: normalized cross correlation (NCC) and similarity function (SM) [12] , [17] , where the similarity values of NCC and SM of about 0.75 or above is considered acceptable [3] , [16] , [18] , can be derived by: Table. V. The observations of the proposed method are robust under effect of Salt & Pepper noise attacks by applying proposed method can be extracted watermark with acceptable degree: NCC=(0.904) avrg , and SM=(0.917) avrg , with the extracted watermark 16×16 , and NCC=(0.843) avrg , and SM=(0.861) avrg , with watermark 45×45 . 2) Geometric transformations attack: the performance results are shown in the Table. V can be extracted watermark with acceptable degree under: Re-scaling: is tested by first resizing the watermarked to the scaled factor 60% of its size and then enlarging the image to its original size, it are obtained NCC=(0.883) avrg , and SM=(0.891) avrg , with the extracted watermark 16×16 , and NCC=(0.846) avrg , and SM=(0.837) avrg , with watermark 45×45 . Re-rotation: is tested by first rotate the watermarked small angle rotation 30°CW and then re-rotate the watermarked to the same angle rotation 30°CCW to its original size, it are obtained NCC=(0.899) avrg , and SM=(0.879) avrg , with the extracted watermark 16×16 , and NCC=(0.812) avrg , and SM=(0.755) avrg , with watermark 45×45 . JPEG: is currently one of the most widely used. The results are obtained after compressed NCC=(0.750016) avrg , and SM=(0.750153) avrg , with the extracted watermark 16×16 , and NCC=(0.55674) avrg , and SM=(0.58218) avrg , low robust with watermark 45×45 . 3) Changing in lower order bit of gray values called the watermark removal attack, the attacker would only have to replace all LSB bits with a '1' fully defeating the effects or complement the LSB bits and the watermark cannot be recovered from lower order bits LSB 1,2,3,4 , the proposed method prevents the attacker to remove watermark bit. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The digital watermarking technology is a way to apply digital information hiding techniques to prevent attacks to detect hidden information, have been proposed a new novel fidelity and robust technique that satisfies the requirements and statement problem. Experimental results was computed by, First: Theoretical analysis are proved effectiveness and better than obtained by the previous works and modified algorithms in {the average of worst case, minimized the embedding error to the medial pyramid of embedding error, getting a and higher in the worst case of PSNR=(24.048 (dB) ) Max }. Second: Appling on the different benchmark are compared with an previous works and modified algorithms was found better and good robustness with extracted watermark from degrading, removal and geometric transformations attacks to an acceptable degree Finally, from our study of previous works and modified the algorithms, the performance results are obtained the modified PAP-algorithm-3 great a good performance in PSNR=(46.23 dB ) avrg with compared of the previous works.
